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Maverick - 21

$ 38,000

Description
21m30 5 cabins 3 crew With undeniable allure and striking style that begs to be noticed, luxury charter yacht
MAVERICK is an exemplary specimen of quality craftsmanship and refinement. Distinctively different, this superb
Sunreef 70 sailing catamaran launched in 2013 is chic, modern, and supremely sexy featuring an utra-sleek
profile, flawless interior design, exceptional amenities, and the latest in entertainment technology. Vibrant yet
serene, the luxe interior of MAVERICK meticulously designed in a delicious color palette of cool gray, crisp white
and splashes of glamorous cerise makes a stunning first impression. Open and airy with modern and clean décor
the atmosphere is exceedingly refreshing. The bright and spacious salon is spectacular and features magnificent
panoramic windows offering guests expansive sea views while underway and scenic vistas at anchor.
Sumptuous comfort and convenience was at mind when designing the exquisite cabins on MAVERICK, fitted with
the finest in linens, Schramm mattresses tailor-made in Germany, and Loewe entertainment systems optimized
with Airspeaker, they promise to deliver a heavenly experience. Capable of accommodating up to 9 to 11 guests
in 5 elegantly-appointed cabins, MAVERICK offers a flexible charter layout great for families consisting of 3 VIP
double cabins with king beds, one of which has a very small Pullman intended for a baby (1.2m/ 4ft long). There
is also another guest cabin with 2 single beds and a Pullman (only for 1 small child), and one single forepeak
cabin, which is only for 1 person with entrance only from the outside and no bathroom. An oasis of indulgent
pleasures, luxury catamaran MAVERICK offers splendid areas for entertainment and relaxation in the sun or
shade. Delightful evenings can be spent savoring delectable alfresco meals out on the aft deck and blissful days
can be enjoyed up on the spacious flybridge which offers a flexible dining area that converts to huge sprawling
sun lounge. Equipped with plenty of toys, rest assured that there will never be a dull moment spent onboard
charter yacht MAVERICK. Guests can have their pick from an extensive list of exciting options including water
skis, kayaks, stand up paddle boards, Seabobs, a kneeboard, a wakeboard, a windsurfer, dive gear, and much
more. An impressive charter yacht on every level, from style and luxury to form and function, sailing catamaran
MAVERICK is simply marvelous. For an experience like no other, this outstanding yacht delivers it all.

Manufacturer: Maverick

Model: 21

